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 JANE TERRY BAILEY

 SOME SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY IMAGES FROM BURMA

 n several Western museums there are examples of Burmese sculpture which can be grouped
 to form an idea of a I 7th-century style. In this paper we shall discuss five of them-three

 images of the Buddha, and two detached heads which evidently belonged to Buddha images. All
 five are made of white marble, with certain parts painted with lacquer (thitsi). Some of this

 lacquer is red; some of it appears to be black, but it may be red lacquer that has become dis-
 colored. The lips, nostrils, eyelids and eyebrows are, or were, outlined in lacquer. The hair
 seems to have been lacquered and then coated with gold leaf. So was the dress of the three
 complete images.

 The key piece of this group (Figs. 1, 2) belongs to the Ashmolean Museum, where it is
 displayed in the Founder's Collection which Elias Ashmole inherited from John Tradescant.
 This statue has been in England at least since 1656, when it was listed in the Tradescant cata-

 logue as "the Indian pa god."' It reappears in the Ashmolean 1685 catalogue as "deus aut
 idolum pae god vulgo dictum."

 Though apparently written as two words, "pa god" certainly represents pagod or pagoda, a

 word used by European writers from the 15th century to the I9th to mean an Indian idol (as
 well as a Hindu temple, and a South Indian coin stamped with a symbol of one of the gods).2
 Whatever this statue may have been taken for in I 7th-century England, we have no difficulty in

 recognizing it as a Burmese image of the Lord Buddha seated in padmisana, with his right hand

 on his shin and the fingers pointing downward in bhamisparlamudrd. The posture represents the

 Englightenment, or to be more precise the eve of the Enlightenment, when Gotama, who has

 SMuseum label on the back of the image (see Fig. 2). A good reference work for the history of the Tradescant Collection and
 its connection with Elias Ashmole can be found in C. H. Josten, Elias Ashmole, 5 vols., Oxford, I966.

 2 See Oxford English Dictionary, s. v. pagod, pagoda, Vol. VII, p. 375 f.; also Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobsen, being a Glossary of
 Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases, London, I 886, p. 498 ff. The word is supposed to be a corruption of one found by
 the Portuguese in India, most likely related to Skt. bhagavat, 'holy' or 'divine'. The O.E.D. and Hobson-Jobson give nume-
 rous dated references containing the word used in its three main senses. Here are some in which it means an idol:

 1587. "The house in which his pagode or idol standeth is covered with tiles of silver." (The voyage of M. Ralph Fitch mar-

 chant of London to Goa in the East India [etc.], begunne in the yeere of our Lord i 83 and ended i ypi, in Hakluyt's Principall
 navigations, voiages and discoueries of the English nation, London, 1589-16oo.)

 I630. "so that the Bramanes under each green tree erect temples to pagods..." (Henry Lord, Display oftwoforraigne Sectsin
 the East Indies, I : A discouerie of the Sect of the Banians, London, I630.)

 1634. "I have seene some of their Pagothes or Idols, in wood, resembling a man." (Sir Thomas Herbert, A relation of
 some yeares travaile begunne anno ?626, into Afrique and the greater Asia, London, I634.) "Idols or vgly representations
 of the Deuill, adored by the Indians." (ibid.) "Many deformed Pagothas are here worshiped; having this ordinary

 evasion, that they adore not Idols, but the Deumos which they represent." (op. cit., edition of 1665.)
 I693. "For, say they, what is the Pagoda? it is an image or stone." (Cited from J. T. Wheeler, Madras in the Olden Time...

 Compiledfrom Official Records, London, 1861.)

 zig
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 been in prolonged meditation with both hands lying in his lap (dhydnamudrd), moves his right
 hand to point downward and "call the Earth to witness", leaving his left hand motionless in
 his lap. In fact, however, the left hand of the statue does not exactly lie in the lap, but is raised

 a little above it, held in place by a small prop of stone which the sculptor left uncut below the

 wrist. Carved along the front of the seat is a single band of overlapping lotus petals, while
 traces of another one, painted but not carved, can be seen below the first, at the proper left. The

 back of the seat is merely roughed out.

 The overall height of the statue is almost 2 V feet. The simplicity of treatment in rendering
 volumes, forms and details gives it a unified and impressive monumentality. Several of the

 thirty-two major and eighty minor "marks" (mahipurisalakkhana, anuvyanjana) of the Buddha's
 "supernatural anatomy" are displayed: the ushnisha, the elongated ear-lobes, the four fingers of

 equal length, the toes of equal length, and the flat footsoles; but not the ornd nor the spiral curls
 of hair. It is not clear whether the flesh parts were gilded; if so, it was because one of the
 "marks" is skin the color of gold.

 The head is designed as a broad oval, somewhat flattened on top. A narrow painted band
 marks the division between the forehead and the hair. The ushnisha has the form of a low trun-

 cated cone. The finial on top of it looks like a lotus-bud, but in the iconography inherited from
 India this same form represents a "jewel". It may be compared to the piece of crystal or other
 light-reflecting material placed at the top of a stupa-spire to evoke the Buddha's teja or "fiery

 energy". There would be no good reason to put a lotus-bud on the Buddha's head, but a
 "jewel" of this sort would act in the same way as the flame-finial of so many images in Burma,
 Siam, Ceylon, etc.

 The face is carved with little change of plane, showing no great desire to render the facial

 structure underlying the surface. The artist has used a combination of modeling, incising and
 painting in lacquer to set forth the features. The eyebrows were first incised with a single line
 and then painted in a bow shape which turns upward toward the temples. The large amount of
 space left between the eyebrow and the eye itself helps to concentrate attention on the downcast

 lids, which are outlined in lacquer, twice on the upper lid and once on the lower. Painted pupils

 complete the contemplative gaze. The nose, with its flaring nostrils accented by a red painted
 line, is the only prominent feature of the face. A short upper lip, outlined in paint, sets the mouth

 close to the nose. The enlarged chin area which results from the peculiar placement of the mouth

 seems to dissolve into the oval of the face. The short neck, which was a feature of Pyu sculpture

 in Burma, and which can be traced through the centuries in Burmese sculpture, is here fully

 assimilated as a Burmese stylistic sign.a
 Executed as smooth flat slabs are the feet, tightly locked in the lotus position. Such strong

 positioning in this compacted manner helps to emphasize the other horizontal lines made by the
 brow, the shoulders, the left hand, the spread of the lap, and the lotus seat. These, in turn, give

 balance to the vertical lines. The earth-touching hand, large in size and smoothly finished, has
 four fingers the same length and a shorter thumb, all with slightly flared tips. As a "mark" of the

 supernatural anatomy, the fingers of equal length, which appear on Buddha images in Pya

 3 Jane T. Bailey, "A Syllabus for a Course in Burmese Art at the Undergraduate Level," Department of Health, Education
 and Welfare, ERIC, 226 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill., 6o6o6. No. ED o013 976, PP. 93-95, et passim.
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 times and reappear frequently (but not always) at Pagin, have here become part of the visual
 vocabulary.*

 The Buddha wears the monastic dress. The waist-cloth (antaravisaka) is completely hidden

 by the robe (uttardsanga), which is worn in the "open" mode, leaving the right shoulder bare.
 The flap of the robe, drawn forward over the left shoulder, falls down to the abdomen. Except
 for the part between the nipple and the abdomen, the flap of the robe is hidden by the shawl
 (sahghiti), which must be imagined as folded into accordion pleats. The shawl rises from under

 the buttock (Fig.2z), crosses over the shoulder, and ends in an ogive pattern at the nipple.
 Double or triple incised lines are used indifferently to indicate hems and "turns" of cloth: the
 upper hem of the robe passing diagonally across the chest; the two lateral hems of the robe
 which are seen crossing the ankles, and are then thought of as disappearing where they are
 tucked under the legs, only to reappear again and continue downward toward the band of lotus

 petals; the wrinkled lower hem of the robe extending in scalloped horizontal lines just above
 the lotus petals; both edges of the shawl, one of which is a hem, the other a "turn"; and both

 edges of the flap of the robe, of which the same is true (Fig. i). At the back, the shawl is shown
 in the same way; but the upper hem of the robe is obscured by lacquer and gilding where it

 passes from the left shoulder down to the right armpit (Fig. 2). This careless treatment, together
 with the unfinished back of the seat, lead one to suppose that the statue was not intended to be
 looked at from the rear.

 As we have seen, this statue has been in England for at least 315 years. How many years
 before was it created in Burma? My guess is, not many. Comparisons with works executed in
 another medium are not always helpful, but in this instance we may be able to learn something

 from a bronze image of the Buddha dating from I643 (Fig. 3), which was discovered in the

 1920o's by some local monks and elders in the ruins of a temple at Natpallin, a village twelve
 miles from Nyaung-u, near Pagain. The throne of the image, says the archaeological report,
 "bears a line of writing in Burmese, stating that the image was the meritorious work or gift of

 one Bonthi and his wife Chit Yin, and that it was completed on Wednesday the ioth waxing of

 Tazaungmon in the year I oo5 Sakrac (= 25 th October, 643)."s
 When we compare Fig. 3 with Fig. I we can see the similarity in the body proportions, the

 treatment of the ushnisha and finial (though Fig. 3 has the orthodox curls of hair which Fig. I

 lacks), the width of brow, the highly arched eyebrows, the protruding eyeballs, the prominent

 nose, the small mouth, the breadth of the folded shawl, and the left hand raised above the lap
 by a prop under the wrist (here disguised as an edge of the robe, rather than the meaningless

 excrescence in Fig. I).
 In the Pagin region in the r7th century there was an artistic revival, which was doubtless

 responsible for the production of this bronze, and which may have included marble sculpture as

 well.6 It is quite possible that the Ashmolean's statue was a product of the revival. The next
 question is how it found its way to England.

 Although the Tradescant Collection (now the Founder's Collection) was first catalogued

 4 Other former Pyfi features that have continued and been assimilated are: the SrnCith-Gupta transparent drapery in the
 "open" mode, the short neck, the ear-lobes touching the shoulders, and the flap of the robe falling to the waist in front.

 s Duroiselle, "Excavations at Pagan," Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report T927-28, pp. 126-7 and P1. LIII-b.
 6 Bailey, op. cit., pp. 5 2-5 8.
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 and published in I656, when it was still at South Lambeth, an inventory of it was drawn up by
 Elias Ashmole and Dr. Thomas Wharton in 165 2.7 The publication date was delayed for various
 reasons and when it did come out, it was published under the name of John Tradescant the

 younger. A still earlier date is possible for part of the collection, which had been brought

 together by John Tradescant the elder who died in I638.8 Elias Ashmole was the heir to the
 collection by deed in 1659.9 He gave it to the new museum at Oxford, and transferred it there
 from South Lambeth in time for the opening of the museum to the public in 1683.

 The story of European relations with Burma in the 17th century is a matter of record. The

 capital of the country was at Pegu in Lower Burma until 1635, when it was transferred to Ava,

 and it seems quite unlikely that a Buddha image from Upper Burma would have been shipped
 to Europe before that date. It is conseivable that the statue could have found its way to Europe
 soon afterward, through Portuguese, Dutch or English private traders, either directly or
 through the intermediary of Muslims trading between Burma and India; but it is hardly probable

 that an image of the Buddha would have appealed to European traders in the I 7th century as an
 article of commerce, not to mention the Muslims with their horror of idols. In 1647, however,

 the English East India Company, which had previously paid little attention to Burma, opened
 a factory at Syriam near Rangoon, with a subordinate station at Ava, both of which remained

 active until 1657.10 If one has to guess, is it not more likely that an officer of the Company at
 Ava received the marble Buddha as a gift, and sent it back to England as a curiosity? While it is

 just possible that a Tradescant might have bought it in England soon after 1635, the earliest
 likely date would be soon after 1647; but it could not have been much later if it was listed in the

 inventory of 165 2.

 Four other Western museums possess examples of Burmese sculpture which may be usefully

 compared with Fig. i.
 Closest to it in style is a marble Buddha image in the Horniman Museum (Figs.4, 5). The

 museum's sixth annual report (1896) gives the following information about it: "BURMESE
 BUDDHA. This is of marble, and was at one time partly painted and gilded. It was taken from

 a Pungyi Kyaung or Temple at Myingyau [read: Myingyan], in Upper Burma. The Kyaung was
 burnt to the ground, and the idol was found lying face downwards. It was rescued by General

 Sir R. Low, at the time that the Naval Brigade accompanied the Burma Field Force in 1885.
 The figure is seated, and is three feet in height; and was presented by Lieutenant Colonel S.F.
 Peile.")

 Fig.4 is six inches taller than Fig.i. Its stylistic features are so similar that only minor
 variations can be counted. The head is much the same but the facial features are more skilfully

 7 Josten, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 94, and Vol. II, pp. 6z21-22z. The title of the catalogue is: J. Tradescant, Musaeum Tradescantianum,
 or, A Collection qf Rarities, Preserved at South-Lambeth neer London by John Tradescant, London, I 656.

 8 Josten, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 94. A direct quotation is interesting: "This famous collection comprised rare zoological, mineralo-
 gical, ethnographical, and botanical specimens, materia medica, coins and medals, 'Utensils, and Householdstuffe', as well
 as 'other variety of Rarities'; it had been brought together by John Tradescant the elder (d. I638) and by his son of the same
 name who equalled his father's repute as a traveller, botanist and collector."

 9 Josten, op. cit., Vol. II, pp. 767-771. This is an account from Ashmole's notes of the original transaction and its conse-
 quences in Chancery Court to retain possession of the collection.

 10 D.G.E.Hall, Early English Intercourse with Burma, -Y87-1743, London, 1928, pp. 8, 24f., 44.

  Personal letter from the Assistant Curator of the museum to the author. This information may be amplified by reference to
 Sir Charles Crosthwaite, The Pacification of Burma, London, 1968. Brigadier-General Sir Robert Cunliffe Low commanded
 at Myingyan, then at Mandalay; Lieutenant-Colonel S.C. F. Peile created the Burmese Military Police.
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 Figs. 1, 2 Burmese image of the Buddha; marble; height 29 '/2 inches. Founder's Collection (Tradescant Collection),

 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Courtesy of the Ashmolean Museum.
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 Figs. 4, 5 Burmese image of the Buddha; marble; height 35 /2 inches.

 Horniman Museum, London. Courtesy of the Museum.
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 Figs. 6, 7 Burmese image of the Buddha; marble; height 30.7 inches.

 Staatliches Museum fuir Volkerkunde, Munich. Courtesy of the Museum.
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 Fig. 3 Burmese image of the Buddha; bronze. Pagan Museum. After
 Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1927-28, P1. LI!I-b.
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 Fig. 8 Head from a Burmese image of the Buddha;
 marble; height i o inches. Museum fi~r Volkerkunde und

 Vorgeschichte, Hamburg. Courtesy of the Museum.
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 Fig. 9 Head from a Burmese image of the Buddha;
 marble; height 7 inches. Ann Rohrer Coll., Denison

 University, Granville, Ohio. Courtesy of the University
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 executed. The drapery patterns are similar, though the hem of the robe passing under the right
 armpit describes a higher curve, and the folds of cloth below the legs terminate in a double row

 of double-edged scallops. The attesting hand has a better turned thumb. As in Fig. 3, the prop
 under the left wrist is disguised as part of the robe. The seat, with its band of lotus petals, is

 like that of Fig. i. The technique of finishing, partly by painting in lacquer and partly by gilding,

 is the same; but the upper hem of the robe across the back is not obscured (Fig. 5; cf. Fig. 2).
 Judging from the style, and also from the provenance-the Pagan region-it seems likely that

 the Horniman statue is close to that of Figs. i and 3 in date, say around 164-5o0.
 Not so close in style, but certainly assignable to the same group, is a marble statue of the

 Buddha in the Staatliches Museum for V6lkerkunde in Munich (Figs. 6, 7). This statue, which
 is about the same height as Fig. i, is more slender in the proportions of face and torso. The end
 of the shawl on the breast is not quite so ogival, the portions of the robe below the legs are
 demarcated chiefly by straight lines (Fig. 6), and the upper hem of the robe crossing the back is

 very clearly shown (Fig.7). The prop under the left wrist, partly disguised as drapery, is arbi-
 trarily extended under the whole hand (Fig. 6). The lotus petals on the seat point up instead of

 down, and form a double row. If a 1640 50 dating is too early for Fig. 6, a dating around 1660
 may be suggested.

 One of the most instructive features of this statue is the spiral curls made of lacquer,
 attached to the skull and ushnisha (Figs. 6, 7). There is no particular difficulty in making curls
 as an integral part of a bronze image (see Fig. 3), but to carve them in marble would be laborious,

 and the most obvious remedy is to add them in lacquer. The only trouble is that lacquer curls
 easily become detached. Figs. I and 4 may once have had them. The majority of images of the
 Buddha, when they were in worship, seem to have been provided in one way or another with
 curls, which are among the three or four most significant "marks" of his person.

 Two marble heads, one owned by the Hamburgisches Museum fir Vblkerkunde und Vor-
 geschichte (Fig. 8) and the other by Denison University (Fig. 9), are stylistically close enough to
 those of Figs. 1, 4 and 6 to be assigned to the same group. The remains of lacquer and traces of
 over-gilding are visible on both.Iz In addition one of them has some circular marks on the skull

 which appear to have been left by lacquer curls that are now lost.

 It is so difficult to obtain any idea of the dates of post-Pagin sculpture that the clues to a
 I7th-century style offered by this small group of marble works assume some importance for art
 historians interested in Burma. I know of no records which would conflict with the idea that

 the provenance of all the marble images in this group was the Pagain region somewhere between
 Natpallin and Myingyan. The image in the Founder's Collection at the Ashmolean Museum is
 the key piece for our study.

 I2 Scientific testing of the marbles themselves, as well as of the lacquer and gilding, would doubtless disclose similarities or
 differences. We have some clues about marbles in Burma. Professor G. H. Luce says: "the pre-Ava and early Ava marbles
 came from Kyaukse, not Sagyin" ("Old Kyaukse and the Coming of the Burmans", Journal of the Burma Research Society,
 XLII, I, June 1959, p. 75). This would lead us to believe that the marble for the sculptures discussed in this article came
 from Kyaukse. However another scholar says that Kyauks6 and Sagyin marbles cannot be differentiated petrologically,
 as both sites have the same two types: one, a fine-grained white type, and the other a bluish coarse-grained type. A test
 with a drop of dilute HCL will disclose whether the stone is marble or gypsum (alabaster), as marble effervesces when acid

 is applied but gypsum does not. See Tha Hla, "A Note on the Petrology and Provenance of the Webu and Marble ('Ala-
 baster') Inscription Stones of the Kyaukse Area", Journal of the Burma Research Society, XLII, i, June, 1959, p. I I18.
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